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NO CIASSES OF . DUAL MODElS WITH SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING 

-.: .. ·.·: 

. John ·H. Schwar~ t 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

and 

Joseph Henry Laboratories 
Princeton University 

Princeton, Hew Jersey 08540 

July 21, 1972 

ABSTRACT 

Two new classes of dual'models are presented. One 

required technique is the introduction of spontaneous symmetry break-

ing by means of assigning a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value to 

the dual model operator t
0

• Another is the use of "noncanonical" 

spaces--spaces that cannot be generated by use of the ordinary a and 

b type oscillators. The first class of models is charaterized by two 

nonnegative integers (l.f:,N) and has a ground-state mass ~O given by 

1 2 3.- rm 1 a II = - l'l + c;J.~ - • ,...0 2 These models possess L-type (Virasoro) gauge 

operators. 

* Research supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Con~ission 

under c011tract AT (11-1)-3072 and in part by the u.s. Atomic Energy 

Cor:rr:1ission under Contract i-l-7405-eng-~~. 

·t- Participating [,UC'St at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Address 

after Sept. lJ 1972: California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 

Califo~nia 91109. 
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The (o,o) model is the usual Veneziano model with intercept one, 

while the ( 0, 1) model is prob~bly equivalent to the intercept-minus-

one model recently discovered by Gervais and Neveu. The second class '< 

of' :models is characterized by a single nonegative integer M and 

has a ground state mass JJ.o . 2 3 1 . 
g~ven by· a'JJ.o = 2 M - 2 .. These models 

possess G-type gaug~s and each of them can be extended to include 

fermions. The M = 0 case corresponds to the dual pion :modeL Even 

though the new models have large gauge algebras, all of them· 

contain ghost states •.. A loose end in the presentation is the absence 

of a general proof of cyclic symmetry for t4~ n-point am,plitudes. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Well known ehost-free dual models, such as the generalized 

Veneziano model (VM) and the dual pion .. model (DPM), have leading Regge 

intercept a( 0) = :t. This fact bas been r~cognized for some time· to· be 

a troublesome restriction, inasmuch as a realistic model of :aonstrange 
. - 1 

mesons should probably have a( 0) = 2 • The first progress reported 

in overcoming this barrier was made in a recent paper of Gervais and 
. . . 

Neveu l), which presents the construction of a model with a(O),; -1. 

Their paper notiva:ted further study of these problems and the dis-

covery of tvro infinite classes of models. 

The existence of an isospin-one massless vector meson is 

implied by a( 0) = l. Shifting the intercept is therefore essentially 

equivalent to inaking the.vector meson massive. There has been consi-

derable discussion of similar problems in the context of quantUm field 

theory, where it is now well understood how to give mass to a vector 

meson while maintaining .a renormalizable theory 2). The basic idea is 

to introduce a suitably C()upled scalar field with a nonvanishing 

vacuu."ll expectation value--the so-called spontaneous symmetry breaking 

mechanism. It is natural to look for an analoc to this procedure for 

dual models, but it is not immediately evident on irhat level the ana-

logy should take place. One "i·ridely held hope is that it may be possj-

ble to formulate dual models in terms of ordinary space-tine Lagran-

gians co~1sJcructecl from locally interacting infinite-component fields. 

In such a fra:niework it >iould probably be clear hovr to proceed. This 

has not been clone, hovrever, and it seer:Js unlike 1y that it vri 11 be. 

A clue as to hoH to introduce spontaneous symmetry breaking 

into dual models in a different mam:er is provided by examining 

Halpern's proof 3) that the "photon persists" if the vacuum is SU(l,l) 
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invariant. We interpret this theorem to imply that if the photon 

is to be avoided the vacuum must not be SU(l,l) invariant.. In parti-

cular, we will assign a nonzero vacuum expectation value to_ L0 • 

Since the L
0 

operator of the V!'l or the PPM. does annihilate the 

vacuum it is necessary to supplement it with a:n additional piece that 

does not. If we· hope-to.achieve ghost-f'ree :models this :requires-the 
l.~) 

construction of nev representations of the Vira.soro alc;ebra. • It 

>·ras only after a long period of frustration seeking such representa-

tions that ':.-7e carne upon the snea.'lcy idea of representine; the algebra by 

itself~ The details are spelled out in Sec. II, together with certain 

conjectures about the structure of the corresponding spaces. 

In Section III vTe present a class of models labelled by a pair 

of nonnegative integers (H,N), for which the ground-state mass IJ.o is 

2 3 . 
given by O:'J..lo = 2 Iv1 + 2N - 1. These models have L-t~~e gauge opera-

tors, the 'i1H corresponding to the (0,0) model. In Sec. IV we construct 

another class of models labelled by a nonnegative integer 

vrhich the £;;round-state mass IJ.o is given by 0: 1 J..10
2 = ~ M 

(N), for 

1 - 2 . These 

models have G-type cauge operators, the DP!:! corresponding to the 

M = 0 model. These models can be extended to include fermions. In 

Sec. V we construct the spectrQ~ generating algebra for each of the 

models and shovT that they contain ghost states. Sec. VI presents 

some concluding remarks. 

•. 

.. 
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IINONCANONICAL SPACES 

The Virasoro algebra 

(m - n)L m+n + c 5 m m,-n (2.1) 

plays an important role in the construction of ghost-free dual models. 

In the V1~ this algebra is realized in terms of quadratic forms in 

harmonic oscillator operators {a:}· The DPH also employs a represen

tation involving anticommuting operators{bm~}~ Clearly, the construc

tion of new models must be closely linked to discovery of ne,., represen-

tations of the Virasoro algebra. However, the algebra itself is not the 

whole sto~Jj more information is required to describe the space that 

the algebra generates. For example, it seems generally desirable to 

require that the spectrum of r.0 is bounded below. This means that 

there should be a lowest state f.o> for which. 

L fo> = o m ' 
m > 0. ( 2.2) 

We call a representation, and the space it generates, 

* canonical if the operators can be expressed entirely in terms of the 

usual a and b type operators. Representations and spaces that can-

not be described in terms of a's and b's we call nonca~onical. 

Al-t.hough it is not critical to our subsequent development, vie 

conjecture that the only canonical representations satisfyir!.E; ( 2.1) 

and (2.2) are the well-known ones. If this co~jecture is correct then 

the construction of cenuinely new models requires the use of nonca-

nonical spaces. 

As an example of vlhat ·'"e have in mind, consider the space 

e;enerated hy operators { Lm} satisfying 

* . 1 rl'his terminology was suse;ested by 1-1. Ha pern. 
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J.m to ) = 0 , m > 0 
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(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

(2.3d) 

These equations provide a complete and consistent specification of 

an abstract space. For example, the first excited state is 

;f_ _
1 

to ) , Hi th norm 

< o!i_1 ~-l lo) = ~. (2.4) 

This state h~s negative norm if A < 0. In fact, it is shown in 

the appendix that as a consequence of {2.3a) not containing an 

anomaly term, states of negative norm occur for any choice of A. 

The most general noncanonical space to be employed in this 

paper involves :t-I sets of abstract operators analogous to the 

gauge operators of the D?1-f as vell as 11 + n sets of L-type operators. 

It is specified by the following requirements, believed to be. 

complete and consistent: 

[ ;f_(i) ) ~ (j)J = (m-n)'f (:~)·o. 
m n _ m+n 1j 

{ tJ_( i) 6{. ( j)} =t (i) o .. 
m ') n r:.+n 1J 

lt).~i),f~j)J= (m ~ ~)!lm:!) oij 

J)__(i)!o ) = 0 ' m>O 
m· 

';{!_( i) 
) r!l lo 0 ' m >O 

0t<n . .. lo 
0 

) A.l !o > 

' 

.. 
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~~i) 1 o > = ~2 I o> i = M+l, ••• ,M+N (2.6d) 

tJ- (i) =~+ (i) 1 = 1, ••• ,M (2.7a) -m m 

j?.._~i)= ~: (i) i = 1, ••• , M+N (2.7b) 

The subscripts on the :/!,_• s assume integral values, w·hereas the ones 

on the tJ' s are half integers. He conjecture that the space dep-

cribed in this way is vrell defined for any choice of ~l and ~2 • 

It vrill turn out that vre are particularly interested in 11.1 = ~ and 

~2 = 2. Hith these choices the space defined by (2.5)-{2.7) is 

isomorphic to a subspace of the space of physical states for the 

models to be constructed. Therefore the lack of positivity of the 

noncanonical spaces is a key element in the occurrence of ghost 

states. 
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III DUAL .MODEIS 'UTH L GAUGES 

_ New models are constructed by using both the usual harmonic 

oscill~tor oper~tors {am~} ~~ the abstract noncanonical operators 

~i"n(i) ~ ';l!_m(i)} di~cussed in Sec. II •. vTe reg_uire that . 

[aml-1 '~(i)J = [a.ml-1' b!-n(i)J = 0. (3.1) 

The cauge operators for the new models are 

L 
m , 

( 3.2) 

where L (o) 
m 

represents the usual expression constructed from the 

a oscillators. The problem then is to construct vertices vrhich 

transform suitably under these gauges. 

The first step is to construct~fields 

(X) 

Ji)( z) = ~~~i) 

dJ( i) 
a_ ( z) 

m=-oo 

co. 

=~ 

-m z 

;/_ ( i) 
m 

-m 
z ' 

(3.3a) 

( 3.3b) 

and observe that they transform with conformal spin ~ and 2, res-

pectively. 

[

T ~J( j_) 
.LJ ' ..y~ m 

m l... d z z -dz 

1-lot . .Lcc thtt. w.: :~tlo::l:.tJ.y term in (2. :o) 1rould d<::;troy the fOl'ltl of ().lib).· 

Vle plan to prove the VTard identities in the usual imy, nar.!ely by 

neans of the iclentities 

.. -
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1 1 ) ( L - L + 1) - = · ( L - L
0 

- m + 1 • 
m o L

0
-1 L

0
+m-l m . 

( 3.5a) 

( 3.5b) 

Therefore vre need a vertex ·V(k, z) that transforms with conformal 

spin one. 

( 3.6) 

This may be achieved by taking 

. ( M (i) )(M+N (j) \ 
V(k, z) " 1!: ~. ( z) lil '/.. ( z)) VO ( k, z) ' (3. 7) 

where v0 (k, z) represents the usual expression involvinc; a oscill:a

tors, provided that the emitted mass 1-lo (in units vrith o:' = 1) 

satisfies 

1-l 2 = -k2 = 4-1 + 2N -1. 
. 0 2 ( 3.8) 

The n-point amplitude is then given by 

An=< O;k1 1 V(k2 ) L
1

_1 V(k3) ••• L :l V(kn_1 )IO; k_n>. (3.9) 
0 0 . 

(Our notation is V(k) ~ V(k, 1), etc.) 

It is evident from (3.5a) and (3.5b) that the L 's are e;o.uge open~to\.s 
n 

provided only that 

Usins (2.(c) and (2.6d) this reduces to 

.. k 112 = 1-lo 2. = IvlA.l + NA.2 -1. 

Comparing \d th ( 3.8) \ole find as a solution 

3 A.1 == '2 and A.2 = 2. 

(3.10) 

( ).11) 

( 3.12) 
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... 
Some further insight into the models may· be gained. by 

calculating specific amplitudes. 

tude is 

For exa.mi>le, the four-point ampli- · 
. ·\ . 

.x 2(N+N-l). -.;; 2(N+N-l)-t 

u. ( 1-x) 
)( 

2 . . 
(1-x+x ) dx (3.13) 

The mod.el 1ri -th H = n = 0 is clearzy just the usual Vl-1. The four-point 

amplitude i·li i,h H =- 0 and !l == 1 is the oame as in the rnodel of' Gervais· 

and Neveu. In fact, the five-point amplitude has also been calculated 

and found to be the same as theirs. It.therefore seems safe to sup-

pose that the (0,1) model is the Gervais-Neveu model, although the 

present formulation is sufficiently different from theirs that it is 

not evident hovr to construct a general proof of the equivalence. 

The four-point amplitudes with M = 0 and N arbitrary are all of the 

type suggested by }·1andelstara 5) These amplitudes have no odd 

daughter trajectories, but in a serrse this is a fluke, since higher 

amplitude:::; do contain odd. dauehters. 

'l'he models pr·esented here contain a vacuum that is not SU( 1, 1) 

invariant. One consequence is t!.l8.t the usual proofs of Mobius invari-

ance and cyclic syrtmetry do not appzy. The techniques developed by 

C · d 01 · G) · th · t d f' f. · .... · b bl orrl[:;an an __ lve ~n e~r s u y o_ ernuon ver ... 1ces are pro a y 

11 

useful in thi[; cor..nection. For example, a Mobius - invariant form 

·or the n-point amplitude is 

An~ r d~(z) < 0; k)_l 

./ 

( 3.14) 

i:hcr~_,; d1r( :--.) :i.s th(~ usual invariant measure. Further technical deve-

10p12K'llt.S lll)l)CG!l' to be required for a e:;enerul IJrOOf Of cyclic cyrrmctry • 

... 
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The symmetry is undoubt~9-ly present since the four and five-point 

amplitudes have it. Still, the construction o:r a general algebraic 

proof rerr...ains an important unsolved problem. 
'• ., __ . -~ 

<, •' 

_.. ~~-

-·· .. · .·--· 

•· .. -.· 
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Dl DUAL MODElS WITH a: GAUGES 
. ~ . . 

In.this section models are .constructed that generalize the 
. . 

DPM ( 7) in the same sense that the iilodel~ of Sec. III generalize the 

VJA.. Since we desire to have G-type gauges, it is necessary to include 

a J;L for every ,;t! • This forces us to take N = 0 in the algebra of 

(2.5). The gauge operators are then given by 

G =·· G ( O) 
m m + .J;J_(i) 

' 
( 4.1) 

m 

i=l 

where G (o) represents the usual expression constructed from a and b 
m 

oscillators. We require that in addition to (.3.1) 

[
b J.! £ ( i)J = fb J.! ,.tJ ( i)} = o. 
m ' n 11

m ' n 
( 4.2) 

The 
'-I 

construction proceeds in analogy with the ~ formulation 
2 

of the DPH, (B) so that the G 
1

s are the gauge operators, the propaga
m 

tor is (L
0 

1 -1 . 
- 2 ) , and the lOi·Test-mass particle is described by the 

ground state of the Pock space. ~1e vertex for emission of a ground-

state particle is taken to be 

V( !<) " [ G,; (-\;' .Ji) ) V 0 ( k) ] :!: ( '~. 3) 

i=l 
The . + indicates that a co~nutator is used for M even and an 

antico:r.JT:mtator for l-1 odd •. Fortunately,· (4.3) is independent of. m. 

The vertex defined in this 'vay satisfies (3.6) provided that 

( 4.4) 

As an exanple consider E == 1. In this case the vertex r'ay 

be reuTi tte:1 in the form 

! 

V(k) = ('/._ _ _Jj k .H) V
0

(k) • 

• 

t• 



• 

• 
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Requiring once again that k
1 

= .3/2, one finds for the four-point 

amplitude 

Jl -s(.l )-t[ 9 '(l. 2) 3 x (1- t)J dx. (4.6) A 4 = 
0 

x -x . 4 -x+x - 4 
This expression is s-t symmetric. Indeed, the cyclic synnnetry of all 

these models undoubted~ holds, but a general proof is once acain 

lacking. Notice that in contrast with the DP~i (corresponding to M=O), 

the ground state of the lit = 1 model must be a scalar with even G 

parity since it possesses a trilinear coupling. All the models "1-ri th 

M odd have an additional subsidiary condition expressing the fact that 

the physical states have even G parity in the sense that they are 

formed from an even number of .../J 1 s and b 1 s. 

The models of this section can all be extended to include 

fermions. The techniques required are a complete~ straightforvrard 

extension of those used in the DPN case, 9) and shall not be discussed 

here. We simp~ remark that the fermion sector gauge conditions re-

quire that the meson emission vertices for the models vri th M even 

contain a factor of r
5 

while those for N odd do not, \·Thich is in 

accord vrith the comments about parity made above • 
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V SPECTRUM GEN'ER.<\TDTG . AWEBRAS 

The techniques recently developed for proving the no-c1:1ost 

theorem in the w/lO-ll)_ and the DPt~ (ll-lj) are easily extended to 

the :models under· consideration here. vTe shall fbllovr the notation of • 

Ref. 12, except that-the parameter -y introducedthere to display 

Lorentz-frame dependence vTill be put equal to one. We recall that in 

· the case of the Vlvl the spectrum-generating algebra consisted of opera

tors {A;} and {A~}, where i labels the d-2 transverse directions 

of d-dimensional space-time and L denotes "lonci tudinal." Brov1er 

sho~red that these operators have the algebra 

+2m3 5 
m,-n 

(5.1a) 

( 5 .lb) 

(5.1c) _ 

Using this albgra it v~s an easy matter for him to prove the absence 

of ghosts for d < 26. 

Let us now consider the models vTith L gauges formulated in 

Sec. III. The spectrum generating algebra for these models contains 

{A!, A~J as before. -Clearly there must also be additonal operators 

corrcspo::.tdi2:1e:; to the 'cf_( i) and ·.£:1 i) degrees of freedom. The re-

quired operators that commute \lith the LIs are 
n 

i=l, ••• ,M+N 

(1.•) 1 (i) 1/2 
Y. = .... r--< .. .~- P+- v > j_=l, ••• ,r~. 

:r;; V2 e:r m m 

As usual, it. is understood that the subscript on the v 
A 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

is an j_nteger 

>rhere8 s Jwhe subscript on the Y takes half-inte;3;er values. These 

operators hnve the alcebra 

.. 



' 
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Y ( j)l = x < i) e .. 
n J m+n iJ 

X (J)J- = (m··- .!!) Y (i) e. 
' n 2 m+n ij 

( 5.3b) 

(5.3c) 

Note that the algebra of (5.3) is identical to that of (2.5). This is 

not an accident; in the infinite momentum limit X ( i)-+ '/- ( i) 
m m 

and Y ( i) -+ lJ ( i). Thus in view of the discussion in the Appendix 
m m 

all of the ne\·T models (including the one of Gervais and Neveu) contain 

ghost states. Actualzy, since the X•s and gL •.s enter into the 

vertices in a symmetrical fashion, the physical space only involves 

states built from s~nmetrical combinations of the X's and antisym-

metrical combinations of the Y's. 

The remainder of the spectrum generating algebra is 

[Ai 
li1 ' 

x~j)J = 0 ( 5. 4a) 

[Ai 
m ' 

y~ j)J = 0 ( 5. 4b) 

[AL 
m ' 

x~i)J = (n-m) X (i) 
. - m+n (5.4c) 

[A~ ' y~i)J = ( n- !!.! . ) Y ( i) 
2 m+n. (5.4d) 

Defininc; the operator 

~·'+F 
7:'\. . - ' 1 + .I. • v_( i) ( 5 • 5) 
I - .tl. .J~ 

r.1 m . m 

i=l f } One nnds that the al_gebra of A i · A is isomorphic to that of 
m ' m 

( 5 .1) '..rH.l, i\ repJ.acing A 1 and that 
m m 

[· ... (i)J l'""' (i)J A , X = A , Y = O. n n m n ( 5.6) 



Thus the algebra splits into two orthogonal pieces, one of which is 

positive definite for for d~ 26, while the other depends on the non-

canonical space and has ghosts. 

fashion. 

~ne analysis of the models of Sec. IV proceeds in a similar 

The physical operators of the DPM JAi , Bi , AL , BLL LID m rn mJ 
still cor:unute or anticorillllute vrlth the G l' s and therefore belong to the 

spectrum generating algebra. The additional operato::rs ih the spectrum 

generating algebra are 

X~i) = < e-ilQ {a.e, ft c3~(i)p+-~-i...(i)H+P+-2) vm} >m 

= <(_1 ~(i)p -1 _ 31 d(i)H' p.:2_ ~.M,.(i) H p -1 
\717"--- . + . 0 ~ + + L~ + + 

+ i vl'(i)H P-2 + i. u-(i)H H~ P -3) V > . 1 u 
B -:cr + + 4 r:f-- · + + · + rn m ' 1.= ' • • • ' l'l 

( 5. 7a) 

y(i)=- l<e-ilQ[G ~(i)HP-3/2v]·> 
m -{; ..e, + + rn m 

_ ~ <(1-A(i)p -1/2_ 0 (i)H p -3/2~ 31 ~(iJH H'P -5/2) --.../2 e- + c7- . + + 4 ~ .. + + + . . '. 

V >. i=l, ••• ,M .(5.7b) 
rn m · 

These oper~tors once again satjsfy the algebra of (5.3). Furthermore, 

defining 

(5.3a) 

ll 
( i) "' DL -) y 'D 

J_l '-' ' Ti1 m L, m (5.8b) 

i=: 1 

the alc;e'ora again breaks up into tvo orthoe;onal pieces. One part 

' 

• 



• 

L} ; I 
~~' 

~·'~1} ji_ 

c) 
'"" 

t._,l ) 
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consists oft~ , B! , Am , BJ and is isomorphic to the DPI·I algebra, 

and hence positive definite for ,d < 10. The other part is generated 

by {x~ i) , Yi i)} , and contains ghost states • 



VI CONCWSION : 

Two classes of new dual models have been formulated. One 
. . 

generalizes the.VH and possesses L-type gauges, while· the other gener-

alizes the DPH and possesses G-type gauges. In each case we vrere un-

able to shift trajectories arbitrarily,- but only'in discrete steps of 

~ or 2. It appears unlikely that one could interpolate between these 

models to have a continuously variable intercept. For example, if we 

consider the class of L-type models with M == 0 and N i o, the n-point 

functions can certainly be continued inN. However, it seems that when 

N is non:Lntecral, states on the second daughter trajectory and below 

become infinitely degenerate. 

In this paper use was made of two new considerations. The 

first was the introduction of spontaneous symmetry breaking by means 

of assigning a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value to L0 • We saw 

that this choice could not be made arbitrarily, but instead was die-

tated by consistency requirements of the models. In addition to 

shiftin~ the states, the introduction of spontaneous syrmetry breakinG 

resuJ.ted in the occurence of an SU(l,l) noninvariant vacuum. This 

meant that the usual methods for provinL; cyclic symmetry of the n-point 

amplitudes ':re:re no longer applicable. \ole convinced ourselves that 

cyclic sy1:'"~1etry is ?resent by checking special cases, hut i·Tere unable 

to presr:;nt. ;o( ccne:ral proof. He feel th::t this is an iL>:;:;orta:nt un-

solved pc·:o'.)1em not only because it means that our discussion is in-

co:~::p1ete, but. aJ so b·::ca.use it needs to be understood before one can . 

expect to syster:atically explore the possibilities for c:onstructin_: 

other Dode ls along sirililar lines. The second new cor'.sid.crc..t.ior. >rr:t s 

the use of noncanonical spaces. We saw that such spaces are prone to 

• 
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contain ghost states, but one may hope to be more fortunate in the 

future. The positivity proof is difficult in general for a noncanoni-

cal space since there is nonatural orthonormal basis. The lack of 

such a basis also r.1akes the computation of traces, required for the 

investication of loop dia~Tams, more difficult. 
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APPEHDIX 

In Section II we introduced '1noncanonical" spaces sp.ecified by 

algebras sirrl.lar to those of' the gauge operators. The important 

question of uhe.ther or. not these spaces are positive definite was 

raised. In this appendix ;.re display specific examples showing that 

ghosts are in fact present. 

Consider the space defined by 

[ L , L ] = m. n (m-n) L,..,+n + c ni(m
2 

-1) o; ... m,-n (A. la) 

Lm 1 o ) · 0 , m > 0 (A. lb) 

(A. lc) 

L = (A. ld) 
-m 

For the choice c = 0 and A. = ~ or 2 this corresponds to a subspace of 

the spectrum generating algebra of any of the new models. In Sec. II 

we pointed out that the first excited state, L_1 10 >, has positive 

norm if f.. > 0. At the next level there are two states to be consi-

dered. 

(A. 2) 

has norrn 

2f..+l 
[ ( 1!f..+2)A1 +3A2]

2 
+ 

1 
[.sf.. 

2 
- 51-.-r6c( 2f..+l)}~ • (A. 3) 

2f..+l 

Therefore, the critical requirenler.t for poDitivity is that the factor 

i f t " A2 b •t• n ron oi. 2 e pos~ ~ve. It is easy to see that this factor is 

positive for all f.. > 0 if and only if c > 1 
12 • 



1 
The value c = 12 is canonical· since it corresponds to a representation 

. . 
based on one set of a oscillators. ·rn this case positivity of the 

entire space is easily prqved •. On the other hand '"e are nmv finding 

that ;.;hen c = 0 positivity requires at least that 

Let us now consider the pair of state' L L !b >and 
n-m -n 

L lo >, assuming for convenience that m > 2n > 0. Then it is -m 

easy to show that for c = 0 this two-dimensional subspace has posi .. 

ti ve norm only if 

n( 2m-n) 2 ... n 
2m(m-n) 

~> (A. 4) 

Considering the limit in -+ oo with . n fixed we see that ~ > n 

is required. However, n is arbitrary, and therefore there is no 

value of ~ for ,.;hich the entire space is positive definite. We 

conclude that c > 0 is critical for positivity.· 

.• 

' ' 
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